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We are in the material handling equipment field since 1995 and have been providing all 
spares & services required by our inception.

Our goal is to get the materials as close to the operator as possible. Scissor lifts 
basically intended for lifting and lowering of goods which are uniformly distributed over 
the entire platform.

We are counted among the renowned manufacturers and suppliers in material 
handling equipment's. Scissor lifts improves both efficiency and productivity while 
relieving your employees from everyday stress caused by bending and lifting. We 
deliver everything from standard models to customized solutions. Our products are 
rugged, heavy-duty machines designed to provide years of reliable service with 
minimum maintenance.

We have manufactured more than 1000 lifts which are supplied all over India and also 
exported to Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Nepal.
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VRK Lift Table Benefits

1. Ergonomic benefit: An ergonomically correct workplace increases the productivity 
and reduces injuries, absenteeism.

2. Minimal maintenance: Our Lifts are rugged, good tensile strength, large capacity 
heavy duty machines.

3. Versatility: A lift table can be complemented with a number of accessories such as 
conveyors, welding tables or special fixtures and attachment of accessories like wheel 
chassis makes the lift movable to desired place.

BENEFITS OF A LIFT TABLE FROM VRK

An ergonomically correct workplace increases 
the productivity and reduces injuries, 
absenteeism.

ERGONOMICS

A lift table can be complemented with a 
number of accessories such as conveyors, 
welding tables or special fixtures and 
attachment of accessories like wheel chassis 
makes the lift movable to desired place.

VERSATILITY

We are absolutely sure of the quality we are 
providing to our customers. All the quality tests 
are conducted at our production unit..

QUALITY

Our products are rugged, heavy-duty 
machines designed to provide years of 
reliable service with minimum maintenance.

MINIMUM MAINTENANCE



Hydraulic Scissor Lifts

A single scissor lift can provide a solution 
whenever heavy lifting, awkward working 
positions and height variations is a challenge.

Single scissor lifts is used for material 
handling directly on production floor or used 
as a loading dock at outdoor.

Single Scissor Lifts

1. Load capacity: 500-10,000 kg (standard) 
can be customized as per application and user 
requirements.

2. Platform Length 900mm to 5000mm in 
standard model.

3. Singe Scissor lift are rugged and large 
capacity heavy duty lifts.

4. Maintenance free bearing surface

1. General materials handling

2. Machine In feed /Out feed

3. Packing Lines

4. Pallet loading unloading

5. Work Platforms

6. Handling

Ideal For The Following ApplicationsProduct Features

A double vertical scissor lifting table can 
provide a solution whenever heavy lifting and 
larger height variations are a challenge.

By equipping a lift table with number of scissor 
arms assembled vertically on top of each 
other, the user gets access to a higher height 
range.

Vertical Double –Triple - Quattro Lifts



1. Load capacity: 500-10,000 kg (standard) 
can be customized as per application and user 
requirements.

2. Platform Length 900mm to 5000mm in 
standard model.

3. Singe Scissor lift are rugged and large 
capacity heavy duty lifts.

4. Maintenance free bearing surface

1. General materials handling

2. Machine In feed /Out feed

3. Packing Lines

4. Pallet loading unloading

5. Work Platforms

6. Handling

Ideal For The Following ApplicationsProduct Features

Hydraulic Goods lifts

Goods lifts used between different levels and 
tailor made as per the requirement. GL can be 
delivered with doors, chain mesh.

Bending, stretching is often gives rise to 
loading injuries to the back, neck and 
shoulders, Using lifting tables for loading and 
unloading of goods can reach in an ergonomic 
way.

Hydraulic Goods lifts

1. Capacity: 500kgs-7000kgs

2. Platform Length 900mm to 5000mm in 
standard model.

3. Suitable when goods to be lifted to higher 
levels.

1. Retail Outlets & Warehouse

2. Loading & Unloading bays

3. Traders outlets

4. Manual Handling

Ideal For The Following ApplicationsProduct Features



Hydraulic Bike & Car Lifts

Used to Lift Car/Bikes from one floor to 
another. Platform size, Load Capacity, 
required number of floors can be designed 
according to the requirement

Hydraulic Bike & Car Lifts

Glue Spreader

Glue Spreader is widely demanded in plywood 
industries to apply glue on different types and 
thickness of Plywood. Our offered range is 
used in various industries such as Plywood 
industry, Veneer industry.

Our GS machine is widely praised for smooth 
running, finest strength, dimensional 
accuracy, and sturdiness.

GS is manufacture using premium quality 
material and strict quality control steps have 
been taken and Thick rubber roller made of 
high quality and wear resisting rubber will 
ensure long service with uniform coating of 
glue.

Glue Spreader

Models

Models GS/3 GS/4

Max Passing Height 55mm 55mm 

Rubber Roller length 1150mm 1450mm

Driving motor 3HP 3HP 



Tailor Made Scissor Lifts

Used to Lift Car/Bikes from one floor to 
another. Platform size, Load Capacity, 
required number of floors can be designed 
according to the requirement

Hydraulic Bike & Car Lifts

Scissor lifts have many different applications 
and can be constructed for a specific working 
situation. We provide a variety of Scissor lifts 
in various shape, size and capacity as per our 
client requirement. A lift table can be Tailor 
made with a number of accessories such as 
conveyors platforms, tilting platforms, welding 
tables and attachment of accessories like 
wheel chassis makes the lift movable to 
desired place. Etc

Tailor Made Scissor Lifts

HORIZONTAL DOUBLE LIFT:

Horizontal double scissor lifts consists of two mechanically synchronized scissors adjacent to each 
other and make it possible to lift heavy and long goods.

Product features:

1. Load capacity 10000kgs

2. Platform length 2600mm to 6200

LOW PROFILE LIFTS:

Low profile Lift tables are built so low that installation in a pit can be avoided. Even if a pit is required it 
can be made so shallow. The lift table is placed directly on the floor and is raised to working height.

LPL are ideal for palletizing and Depalletizing.

Our Clients
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